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Holographically recorded photopolymer diffractive
optical element for holographic and electronic
speckle-pattern interferometry
Sridhar Reddy Guntaka, Vincent Toal, and Suzanne Martin

A diffractive optical element is described that can be used to implement a very simple self-aligning
electronic speckle-pattern interferometer and holographic interferometer that requires only a laser
source and a camera in the optical setup. © 2002 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 070.0090, 120.0120, 090.2880, 090.2890, 120.6160.

1. Introduction

Holographic interferometry and electronic specklepattern interferometry 共ESPI兲 are closely related
techniques with a wide range of applications in nondestructive evaluation, surface metrology, and defect
detection. The advantage of holographic interferometry is the fringe quality that can be obtained.
The disadvantage is that the hologram must be recorded and processed in situ, or the hologram must be
relocated after processing, so that the reconstructed
image and the illuminated object are exactly superimposed. In ESPI the hologram is replaced by a
video camera and fringes can be obtained at TVframe rates, although the fringe quality is affected by
speckle noise. In ESPI systems a reference beam
and an object beam interfere on the faceplate of a
video camera. In ESPI systems, which are sensitive
to out-of-plane movement, the reference beam wavefront can be either smooth or speckled. In the
former case it is necessary to ensure that the reference beam source is imaged at the center of the aperture stop of the imaging lens1 because of the very
low spatial resolution of the CCD camera 共⬃50 l
mm⫺1). This requires a beam splitter between the
imaging lens and the camera to combine the object
and reference beams, which is wasteful of light. Al-
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ternatively, a mirror reflects the object wave into the
camera. The mirror has a small aperture that allows the reference beam to be transmitted to the
camera.
In the case of a speckled reference wave the light
from the laser source is split into two beams in a
Michelson interferometer. One beam illuminates
the object and the other illuminates a fixed, optically
rough surface. The light beams reflected by the object and the fixed surface are combined at the beam
splitter and passed to the camera. This arrangement, although much easier to align, wastes at least
half of the available light intensity.
ESPI is very similar to holographic interferometry,
except that the CCD array takes the place of the
high-resolution recording medium 共hologram兲. The
very limited resolution capability of the CCD 共⬃50
l.mm⫺1兲 is sufficient because, whether the reference
wavefront is smooth or speckled, the optical setup
used ensures that the object and reference beams are
nearly coaxial as they enter the camera. The spatial
frequency bandwidth of the resulting interference
pattern is therefore centered at zero and the aperture
is chosen so as to resolve the speckles.
In holographic recording the angle between the two
recording beams is usually large enough to produce a
much higher spatial-carrier frequency, in the recorded hologram. When live fringe holographic interferometry is performed, the low spatial frequency
fringes observed in the hologram arise from the superposition of two nearly identical, superimposed
wavefronts coming from the object and its holographic image.
In live fringe holographic interferometry it is essential that the reconstructed holographic image
overlap the object precisely, before nondestructive
10 December 2002 兾 Vol. 41, No. 35 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 2. Live holographic interferometric fringes of a radially expanding plastic cylinder using the arrangement of Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Recording a transmission hologram of a test object for
holographic interferometry and out-of-plane sensitive ESPI.

testing can begin. To achieve this, either the hologram must be relocated very precisely or any physical
or chemical processing must be done in situ. Thermoplastic is an example of the former, while liquid
gates can be used for silver halide chemical processing. Spurious fringes can arise due to emulsion
shrinkage during processing, and although the highquality fringes obtained allow substantial movement
before they become difficult to resolve, there is no
possibility to start again as is possible with ESPI
each time a new reference frame is captured.
In this paper we present a procedure for implementing live fringe holographic interferometry and
out-of-plane sensitive ESPI in the same optical arrangement, in which ESPI can take over from holographic interferometry when fringes due to the latter
become too fine to resolve.
2. Transmission Holography and Electronic
Speckle-Pattern Interferometry

A transmission hologram was recorded by use of an
air-cooled Argon ion laser of 100 mW output power
operating at 514 nm. The recording material is a
self-processing photopolymer whose composition and
holographic performance we have reported.2,3 It has
also been used to make a diffractive optical element
for use in an ESPI system.4 The object under test in
this case was an unplasticised polyvinylchloride cylinder of inner radius 15.6 cm, outer radius 18.6 cm,
and length 28.3 cm, sealed at the ends and inflated by
means of a hydraulic pump. Figure 1 shows the
arrangement.
A pressure gauge and a 0°, 45°, 90° rosette strain
gauge were used to obtain mechanical test data.
The rosette gauge provides values of the strain in
three directions, allowing both maximum and minimum strains to be obtained.5 One hundred circular
fringes appeared in the field of view as the pressure
was raised from zero to 1 bar. From this a radial
strain of 142 microstrain was calculated. The strain
gauge result was also 142 microstrain leading to a
7476
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value of 2.78 GN兾m for Young’s modulus of elasticity,
in reasonably good agreement with the manufacturer’s data 共E in the range 2.8 –3.2 GNm⫺2兲.6 The experiment was repeated a number of times, with the
same result and the fringe stability was also checked
at a number of points in the pressure cycle. By this
means one could be confident of the interferometric
stability of the setup. A typical fringe pattern is
shown in Fig. 2.
The hologram was now deliberately shifted so that
no fringes could be generated by holographic interferometry. A CCD videocamera with a zoom lens
was used to image both the object and the reconstructed holographic image. The double image was
transferred to a frame store in a personal computer
and, as the cylinder was inflated, the stored image
was subtracted from incoming images. Circular
ESPI fringes of low contrast were observed on the
computer monitor 共Fig. 3兲.
3. Reflection Holography and Electronic
Speckle-Pattern Interferometry

The simplest implementation of a holographic interferometer involves the recording of a reflection or
Denysiuk hologram of the object under test. For re-

Fig. 3. Subtraction fringes in an out-of-plane ESPI system using
the transmission hologram to generate the reference wavefront.

Fig. 4. Reflection hologram recording.

flection holography a He–Ne laser of 35 mW output
power and HRT-BB panchromatic plate supported in
a non-kinematic mount were first used. After processing, the hologram was replaced in the mount and
slight adjustments were made until a clear bright
holographic image was seen. As the cylinder was
inflated, no fringes were seen, indicating that the
object and holographically reconstructed image were
not superimposed. When the holographically reconstructed image of the cylinder and the cylinder itself
were imaged by the CCD camera, subtraction ESPI
fringes were obtained as the cylinder was pressurized.
In another experiment a reflection hologram was
recorded in a silver halide emulsion, of a flat, diffusely reflecting surface, and this hologram was used
to generate the speckled reference beam in the outof-plane sensitive ESPI system as before. In the
same way that a piece of ground glass can be used as
a partial diffuser and can produce a suitable reference beam for out-of-plane sensitive ESPI, this hologram produces a speckled wavefront, with the object
itself imaged through the hologram. In both trials
the hologram was translated and rotated slightly,
and the same results were obtained as before, which
demonstrated a robustness not often obtained with
out-of-plane sensitive ESPI and certainly not often
obtained with holographic interferometry.
The photopolymer lacks the resolution required to
record reflection holograms with high diffraction efficiency. However, it has qualities that would be
very well suited to the present application. These
include high angular selectivity and self-processing
capability 共for ease of use and alignment for holographic interferometry兲. In addition, the interferometer setup is very simple. With layers of

thickness 125 m, diffraction efficiency of over 90% is
readily obtained. If such efficiencies could be obtained in reflection holography, then by rotating the
hologram so that the reconstructing light is incident
at an angle that differs from the Bragg angle, the
brightness of the reconstructed image can be reduced
to balance that of the illuminated object. This is
important in out-of-plane ESPI because the object
wave and reference waves have to be of equal intensity at the CCD array for optimum contrast in the
subtractive fringe pattern.
Despite the low diffraction efficiency of the photopolymer at the spatial frequencies needed to record
reflection holograms, it was thought worthwhile to
try making reflection holograms for use in out-ofplane sensitive ESPI systems. Photosensitive layers of 120 m thickness were deposited on glass
substrates, and the holograms were recorded very
close to the object with the photosensitive layer facing
the object. Figure 4 shows the arrangement. The
object in this experiment was a vertically supported
circular disk painted matt white, which could be rotated in its own plane by means of a remotecontrolled motor-driven encoder micrometer.
Following the recording, the disk was rotated
through a small angle and faint, live, holographic
interferometric fringes were observed when we
looked through the illuminated hologram. Illumination of the recorded hologram with the object removed also showed a weak but distinct reconstructed
image of the disk.
To balance object-wave and reference-wave intensities for ESPI purposes, the disk was covered with a
flat matt black plate and replaced in its original position. Figure 5 shows ESPI subtraction fringes due
to rotation of the disk.
10 December 2002 兾 Vol. 41, No. 35 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 5. Subtraction ESPI fringes obtained
from photopolymer reflection hologram. The
object is a flat circular disk rotated in its own
plane.

The main advantage of using a reflection hologram
is simplicity in that the complete ESPI system now
consists only of the laser, the hologram, and the video
camera. A further advantage is that the hologram is
a band-limited spectral filter and placing it immediately in front of the camera minimizes the effects of
ambient light and maximizes the camera field of
view.
4. Discussion

In these experiments we have recorded holographic
diffractive optical elements that can be used to implement live fringe holographic interferometric nondestructive testing in the normal way but with the
added feature that they serve as beam splitters and
recombiners in extremely simple out-of-plane sensitive ESPI systems. The diffraction efficiency of the
hologram can be altered by choosing exposure and
processing in the case of silver halide or, in the case
of the photopolymer, by simply rotating the hologram
in position after recording it. The interferometer is
a common-path one in the reflection hologram case
and near common path in the transmission case,
which increases immunity to temperature gradients.
The reflection hologram can be recorded very close to
the object for even greater interferometric stability or
at some distance to provide for a large field of view.
7478
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As we have shown, it is not necessary that the hologram store an image of the actual object under test.
A hologram of a flat surface can be prepared in advance and taken to the test site where ESPI measurements can be carried out. Alternatively, the
photopolymer material can be used to record a hologram of the object at the test site under ambient
lighting conditions rather than using momental processing of silver halide.7 It is also advantageous to
use compact laser diodes in ESPI systems for reasons
of portability and for this we anticipate recording the
holograms in advance at visible wavelengths and replaying them on site using diode lasers with an output power of 50 mW and with a wavelength of 785
nm. The spectral bandwidth of these holograms is
sufficient to accommodate the shift in wavelength
between recording and reconstruction.8 An additional feature is the implementation of digital
speckle-pattern interferometry to carry out detailed
fringe analysis. This can be implemented by altering the drive current in the laser diode to alter its
wavelength and thus the optical path difference in
the interferometer. Indeed, this is the only method
by which phase shifting can be readily implemented
in an ESPI system such as the present one, incorporating a reflection hologram.
An additional attractive feature of photopolymer-

based holographic interferometry兾ESPI is that as the
number of fringes in holographic interferometry becomes too large to resolve, one can switch to ESPI and
continue making measurements by refreshing the
reference frame in the framestore.
Further work is aimed at improving the diffraction
efficiency of the photopolymer at high spatial frequencies.
5. Conclusion

Simple combined holographic and electronic speckle
pattern interferometers have been implemented by
use of holographically recorded photopolymer diffractive optical elements. Such elements can be used as
holograms for live fringe holographic interferometry
and as beam splitters and combiners in electronic
speckle pattern interferometry 共ESPI兲. The ESPI
systems are very simple and versatile, requiring a
minimum of optical components. The holograms
can be used at near infrared wavelength although
recorded at visible wavelength.
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